Abstract-The evolution of complex leaky waves in partially open gyromagnetic slotlines into complex modes in a shielded slotline is presented. Given a particular stratified gyromagnetic slotline with two sidewalls present, four types (Types I-IV) of guided structures are defined and investigated, depending upon the four possible combinations of top and bottom covers. The behavior of the complex solutions is discussed for the partially open gyromagnetic slotlines. Initially, the slotline of Type I, which lacks both top and bottom covers, shows that no coupling exists among various pairs of leaky waves. By adding only a top cover into Type I, the resultant slotline of Type I1 exhibits certain coupling between different sets of leaky waves. Similarly, by adding only a bottom cover into Type I, the resultant slotline of Type I11 shows that certain strong leaky waves of n p e s I and I1 now become weak leaky waves. From these numerical experiments, we deduce that the complex modes supported by Type IV, which is completely shielded, can be the result of the mode coupling of the two previously found leaky waves in Types I1 and I11 waveguides, respectively. Therefore, the formation of complex modes in shielded slotline is related to the effects of covering on mode coupling of the various leaky waves of the partially open slotlines.
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I. INTRODUCTION ECENTLY many researchers have conducted inves-
R tigations concerning transmission lines integrated on anisotropic substrates, e.g., [ 11-[7] . Among the anisotropic substrates, ferrite is widely used for designing filters, circulators, isolators, scannable antenna, etc.
[8]- [11] , which are integral components of modern communication equipment. The detailed understanding of the guided properties of those ferrite-loaded waveguides or transmission lines will be beneficial for designing ferrite-based components.
The guided properties of the ferrite-based waveguides and transmission lines can be found in the literature concerning the dominant mode [ll, [12] , 1131, the higher order modes [13] , 1141, the coupling properties [15]-[17] , and the complex modes [3] , [18]-[21] , etc. Generally, the dominant, higher order, and complex modes are essential constituent elements of the complete mode spectrum of various nonreciprocal closed (boxed) gyromagnetic waveguides. However, the simultaneous existence of the nonspectral forward leaky waves and the spectral backward leaky waves had been reported in [22] for a partially open gyromagnetic slotline without the top cover, of which the eigenvalues of the complex waves are no longer Manuscript received April 4, 1994; revised July 14, 1994 . This work was supported by the National Science Council, Republic of China, under Grants NSC83-0404-E-009-004 and NSC82-0404-D-009-03 1. complex-conjugated. The split solutions for the complex waves represent losses in a radiated manner. These complex leaky waves were validated by the transverse field plots showing their forward leaky and backward leaky properties, respectively.
This paper extends the previous work reported in [22] , and investigates the progressive evolution of the complex waves controlled by the addition of the covers as shown in Fig. 1 . Four types of nonreciprocal gyromagnetic slotlines are defined in Fig. 1 , depending on the presence of the top and the bottom covers. Type I has neither top nor bottom covers. Type I1 (111) contains the top (bottom) cover, while leaving the bottom (top) side open. Type IV contains both top and bottom covers. Types I, 11, and 111 are partially open structures, and they may allow power leakage in the form of parallel-plate waveguide modes. Type IV, however, is constructed in a closed (boxed) manner and no leakage can escape from it. As a result, the conversion of complex leaky waves into bounded complex modes can be deduced by such controlled procedure.
In Section IT, the propagation characteristics of the partially open gyromagnetic slotline of Type I will become clear. The effects of adding the top cover to the Type I structure are discussed in Section 111. As the guided structure of Type IV 00 18-9480/95$04.00 0 1995 IEEE becomes fully closed, the associated complex modes become complex-conjugated. Then Section IV discusses and relates the complex leaky waves of those partially open gyromagnetic slotlines (Types I1 and 111) and the complex modes of the shielded slotline (Type IV). Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
GYROMAGNETIC SLOTLINE OF TYPE I
For the purpose of clarity, certain symbols, graphs, and definitions for various types of guided structures under investigation are discussed here. In Fig. 1 , the structure parameters and the material constants are given and kept at the same values for all four types of gyromagnetic slotlines, differentiated by the presence of the top and the bottom covers. and y = @ -j a , are assumed in our analyses. Throughout the paper, / 3 and (Y stand for propagation (phase) constant and attenuation constant, respectively. They are plotted by solid lines and dash-dot lines in the mode charts, respectively. The mode charts show only the higher order modes, numbered as four-seven by authors' preference. These higher order modes, however, contain all the important dispersion characteristics in our presentations.
A . The Discussion of Modes Embedded in the Dispersion Characteristics of Type I
In the case of Type I, where neither top nor bottom cover is present, the corresponding dispersion characteristics are plotted in Fig. 2 , where prefixes F and B denote forward and backward waves with respect to the positive z direction, respectively. Fig. 2 shows that no mode-coupling effects exist among various designated mode pairs, and the sixth mode pair (F6-B6) exhibits large spectral gaps. The spectral gaps, which are normally found between the spectral bound and the nonspectral leaky regions [23] , exist in all the modal solutions of this paper, regardless of whether they are visible or not. The insets inside Fig. 2 are the most visible ones throughout the paper. In general, the spectral gaps are small in all the particular case studies, and it is hard to differentiate them without an enlarged scale.
As implied in Fig. 2 , the higher order modes can be classified by the following different guided-wave behavior. The first region is the bound-wave region, which consists of a pair of forward and backward traveling waves of @ / k 0 > 1 and @ / k o < -1, respectively, while cy = 0. The so-called spectral gap is the second region containing the eigenvalues which cannot be captured by the extreme steepest descent paths in the steepest descent representation of fields [23] , [24] . Therefore, they are nonphysical solutions. Since the gyromagnetic slotline is nonreciprocal, the bound waves enter the spectral-gap regions at different frequencies. In addition, there are two different subregions in the spectral gap. One lies in the range with complex y as being located between two critical points A(A') and B(B') in the insets of Fig. 2 .
The other is defined between points B(B') and C(C'), which contains only real eigenvalues of I@/kol greater than one, while the corresponding transverse fields grow exponentially. In despite of visible or invisible spectral-gap regions, as frequency is decreased further, sooner or later, a pair of forward leaky waves can be established. They constitute the third type of waves. For example, the backward traveling wave B7 leaves the almost invisible spectral-gap region quickly and becomes the forward leaky wave FL7' when frequency is decreased from 45-40 GHz. The FL7' mode conserves the power in such a manner that its electromagnetic fields decay along the negative z direction while increasing in the transverse plane. Because of the nonreciprocity, the pair of two forward leaky waves, e.g., FL7 and FL7', does not coincide at the horizontal axis (/ir = 0 or cy = 0). Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2 , the FL7 mode becomes the backward leaky wave ( B L 7 ) when the frequency is decreased below the critical frequency fc = 41.5 GHz. When this happens, the sign of the phase constant (/3) reverses. Now, the BL7 mode remains as the backward leaky wave as frequency is decreased again in Fig. 2 . Therefore, we define the fourth region where a pair of nonspectral forward leaky wave and spectral backward leaky wave may coexist. Of importance is the fact that the forward leaky wave (e.g., FL7') and the backward leaky wave (e.g., B L 7 ) may couple and result in noncomplex-conjugated pairs of solutions. Furthermore, the corresponding normalized attenuation constants a / k 0 become very large as frequency is decreased. Except for the sixth mode pair, which has no The real parts are always greater than or equal to zero. Therefore, the behavior of each wave type is characterized by the imaginary part. When k,, > 0, the wave is proper, and when k , , < 0, the wave is improper.
chance to constitute the backward leaky wave, the fourth and the fifth mode pairs do resemble the seventh pair in every way. By adding a small portion of dielectric loss in €1 of Fig. I , the complex-conjugated solutions for the complex modes of the lossless shielded case [20] , [21] now become the noncomplex-conjugated pairs. This indirectly shows that the leaky-wave solutions of Types I, 11, and I11 should be noncomplex-conjugated [25] . In contrast, when IC, , < 0, the electromagnetic fields rise to infinity and the complex-wave solution is improper or nonspectral (see Fig. 3 for the proper and improper regions). If the guided-wave structure does leak, the width (sl +s2+w) of the structures defined in Fig. 1 is chosen such that only the TEM mode may leak through the parallel-plate configuration.
Focusing on the particular seventh mode pair of Fig. 2,  Fig. 3 plots the corresponding normalized complex transverse wavenumber as a function of frequency using dual axes, the real part (k,,/ko) on the left-hand side and the imaginary part ( k , , / k o ) on the right-hand side. The F7-B7 pair has solutions purely positive imaginary; thus, the associated modes are bounded and spectral. Although the spectral gaps of the F7-B7 pair are extremely small in Fig. 2 , the subregions of the spectral gaps between critical points B(B') and C(C'), as shown in One of them, namely, the FL7 mode, becomes the spectral (proper) backward leaky wave when the operating frequency is below fc = 41.5 GHz. Fig. 3 clearly shows that the complex solutions represent leaky losses and are not complexconjugated as both real parts and imaginary parts are not equal in magnitude.
DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPE I1

A. The Effects of Top Cover
By adding a top cover to Type I at y = ho+hl, Fig. 1 becomes a Type I1 structure. Its dispersion characteristics are plotted in Fig. 4 . When we compare Figs. 4 and 2, the dispersion characteristics of the BL7-FL7' pair of Fig. 2 are altered significantly by the addition of the top cover. The F6-B6 and FL6-FLG' modes of Fig. 2 , however, are influenced only very slightly. No mode coupling exists between the sixth and seventh mode pairs in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 , when the frequency is further decreases, however, the BL7-FL7' modes couple to the FL5-BL5' modes and BL4-FL4' modes. When one set of a forward leaky wave and a backward leaky wave couples to another set, they couple in a manner very similar to the mode coupling of the complex modes for the shielded structure (i.e., Type IV) [20] , 1211.
We may illustrate such a mode-coupling mechanism between the multiple sets of complex leaky waves by overlaying the BL4-FL4' and the FL5-BL5' of Fig. 2 While the imaginary parts of the coupled complex leaky waves repel each other, the real parts cross. Therefore, after mode coupling due to the presence of top cover, BL7(FL7') becomes FL7(BL7') and FL5(BL5') becomes BL5(FL5'), and so on. Detailed analyses of the data shown in Fig. 4 enable us to designate the modes as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Furthermore, we may view the dotted curves of Fig. 5 as the modal solutions of the uncoupled BL7-FL7' modes. Since the leaky wave solutions of Type I never couple as shown in Fig. 2 , it is plausible to conclude that the BL7-FL7' modes couple to the BL4-FL4' modes and FL5-BL5' modes for the particular case study with top cover present.
B. The Wave Properties of the Sixth Mode Pair
The sixth mode pairs of Types I and I1 guided structures deserve special attention. As shown in Figs. 2 and 4 , when frequency decreases from 50 to 20 GHz, the mode conversion process is summarized as follows. It begins with F6-B6 (forward traveling and backward traveling waves), then two visible spectral gaps, and finally FL6-FL6' (two forward leaky waves). The FL6-FL6' pair covers /a fairly large frequency spectrum, and they do not couple. Therefore, no backward leaky wave is found in this mode pair for the particular case study. Such observation can also be clearly seen by plotting the transverse wavenumber of the sixth mode pair versus frequency. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , to the left of the spectral-gap regions, two nonspectral improper forward leakywave solutions exist since their imaginary parts are negative real.
Detailed analyses, which map the complex solutions of the FL6-FL6' modes into the steepest descent plane, show that all of the leaky solutions of the FL6' mode are captured, whereas those of the FL6 mode below 25.6 GHz are not captured. Those complex solutions not captured in the steepest descent plane are not physical and correspond to the solu- The real parts are always greater than or equal to zero. There is no backward leaky wave in this mode pair when the bottom cover is absent.
and 6 mark the regions for the nonphysical FL6 solutions, respectively.
I v . FROM LEAKY WAVES TO COMPLEX MODES
A. The Sixth Mode Pair in Type III
The effects of adding the top cover on the spectral gaps and leakage of the sixth mode pair of Type I structure, in which no covers are present, are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The dispersion curves of the sixth mode pairs of Types I and I1 structures are plotted in Fig. 7 from 34-38 GHz. Dispersion curves of Types I and I1 structures are distinguished by various lines types. Based on Fig. 7 , one can recognize that the top cover has very little effect on the sixth mode pair whether the modes are bounded (F6-B6) or leaky . From the discussion presented in Section 111-B, the FLG-F L6' modes will leaky for a fairly wide spectrum. Since the top cover has almost negligible effects on the leaky FL6-FL6' modes, we are left with only one option which will affect the leaky modes, Le., the addition of the bottom cover. Fig. 8 , showing the dispersion characteristics of the Type I11 structure with top cover opened and bottom cover closed, manifests the fact that the FL6-FL6' modes of Types I or I1 now strongly couple to each other and result in a pair of forward leaky wave FL6 and backward leaky wave BLG'. Based on the analyses of Figs. 2, 4, and 8, the sixth mode pair predominantly leaks into the bottom region. When the bottom cover is added while leaving the top cover open, the leaky wave may bounce back from the bottom plate and leak into the top open region weakly.
In summary, the existence of FL6-BL6' modes in Type I11 implies a fairly small amount of energy leakage. The ' are all alike. When watching these modes closely, they resemble waveguide modes below cutoffs [27] . Thus, the energy associated with the excitation of these modes is mostly reactive. 
B. Leaky Waves and Complex Modes
By adding a top cover to the Type I11 structure, a Type IV guided structure is established. Recognizing the fact that the top cover has a strong influence on the seventh mode pair (see Section 111-A), while the bottom plate has a large impact on the sixth mode pair, we superimpose the dispersion curves (in solid lines) of the seventh pair of Type I1 and those (in dashed lines) of the sixth pair of Type 111; the resultant dispersion characteristics are shown in Fig. 9 . These two sets of curves cross for the imaginary part. If we further superimpose the full-wave solutions of complex modes of the sixth and seventh orders of Type IV, Le., the shielded structure, the picture of the mode-coupling mechanism between modes six and seven emerges very clearly [20] , [21] . We may view mode seven of Type I1 and mode six of Type I11 as the so-called hypothetical Frequency (GHz) Fig. 9 . The dispersion curves of the seventh mode pair of the Type I1 structure (solid lines) and the sixth mode pair of the Type 111 structure (dashed lines) are superimposed to illustrate the mode coupling invoked by the existence of the top and bottom covers. The resultant solutions of complex modes of the shielded Type IV structure are also included and plotted in dash-dot lines.
modes as defined in [20] , [21] . Notice that mode seven of Type I1 and mode six of Type I11 have absorbed most of the covering effects before the guided structure is fully shielded. Therefore, the Type IV structure only perturbs these two modes slightly.
As a result, the complex leaky waves are converted to complex modes by placing top and bottom covers one after another.
V. CONCLUSION
A progressive change of complex leaky waves in a gyromagnetic slotline with and without top or bottom covers is presented. Four types of gyromagnetic slotlines (Types I-IV) are thus defined and their dispersion characteristics are discussed in detail. While the mode charts of these guided-wave structures show similar spectral gaps as reported earlier in [23] , the coexistence of a pair of nonspectral (improper) forward leaky waves andor the coexistence of a pair of nonspectral forward leaky wave and spectral backward leaky wave are newly found and reported in the partially open nonreciprocal gyromagnetic transmission lines. Of more interest is that the action of adding the top and bottom covers results in mode coupling among complex leaky waves. At the authors' preference, four sets of modes numbered as 4, 5 , 6, and 7 are defined. Initially, the Type I structure of no top and bottom covers shows no mode-coupling phenomenon between various sets of leaky waves (see Fig. 2 ). With only a top cover present, the Type I1 structure shows that the seventh mode pair is strongly affected by the top cover, and it couples to modes in the fourth and fifth sets while showing no coupling to modes in the sixth pair (see Figs. 4 and 5) . The sixth mode pair behaves quite differently from other sets of modes in Types I and I1 structures. It shows that only a pair of forward leaky waves can exist when it leaks (see Figs. 2, 4, and 6 ). With only a bottom cover present, however, the sixth mode pair now can support a pair of forward leaky wave and backward leaky wave (see Fig. 8 ). We deduce that modes in the sixth pair predominantly leak into the bottom air region and are strongly influenced by the bottom cover. Separately choosing the two sets of strongly influenced modes by the top and bottom covers, namely, the seventh pair of Type I1 and the sixth pair of Type 111, we show that these two sets of modes constitute the so-called hypothetical modes [20] , [21] , which yield two pairs of complex modes after the mode-coupling mechanism invoked by the addition of top and bottom covers that result in a lossless shielded guided structure of Type IV (see Fig. 9 ). Perhaps one of the fruitful areas of application of the presented data is antenna design. For example, it is possible to excite modes in the regions where only forward leaky waves can exist since they exhibit very small attenuation constants (see Figs. 2, 4, and 8) .
